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Annex 2 

 

 

Arguments in favor of an enlargement of the studies of Ariane6 

 

 
Performances of Ariane5 ME 

 

Ariane5 ME is the only realistic answer, at least for the decade 2018-2027, to the expected 

evolution of the mass of the commercial communications satellites. Its performances could 

become a critical issue due, not only to the uncertainties concerning the mass evolution, but also 

to the many constraints which are put on the design and operation of the launch vehicle.  

Over the period 2018-2027, it cannot be ruled out that the evolution of the mass distribution be 

worse than anticipated; two distributions will be taken into account: the nominal one and the so 

called robust one.   

Definitions and assumptions 

 • Uniform distribution between m and M,  

 • M= 6.5 tons for both nominal and robust distributions, 

 • m = 3.5 tons for the  nominal distribution and 4.5 tons for the robust one, 

 • Mass of satellites without their adapter S1 and S2 

 • Mass of adapters A1 and A2; (A1 + A2) =0.3 ton 

 • Mass of the dual launch structure D; D = 0.5 ton 

 • De-orbit equivalent mass R; R =0.7 ton 

 • Performance of Ariane5 ME in GTO: P 

 

Compliance between Ariane5 ME and the pair of satellites  

P> (S1 + S2) + (A1 + A2) + D + R 

P > (S1 + S2) + 0.8 + 0.7 

Pairing process.   

The pairing process is complex and largely empirical; it has an impact on both the required 

performance of the launch vehicle and the quality of service (long term availability). 

In order to assess roughly the impact of the pairing process on the launch vehicle performances, 

two extreme processes have been modeled: absence of pairing and “optimal” pairing   

 • Absence of pairing process. 

Any pair of satellites is compliant with the launch vehicle performance:  

P > 2M + 0.8+ 0.7 

P> 2x6.5 + 1.5> 14, 5 tons 
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 •  « Optimal » pairing 

The pairing process consists in matching any satellite whose mass is equal to E + X with 

the “symmetrical” satellite whose mass is equal to E – X, where E= (M+m)/2 is the center 

of the mass distribution. In that pairing process, the mass of a pair of satellites is always 

equal to (M+m). In consequence: 

P> 2E + 0.8 +0.7 + margin 

It is worth noticing that the key parameter in the optimal process is the center of the 

distribution E= (M+m)/2. If M is limited by the policy of most operators, who designs 

their satellites in order to be compliant with two launch vehicles, there is no such 

limitation on m.; the trend observed recently is an increase of m, which justifies the 

introduction of the so called robust distribution. 

 A margin is mandatory to try to offset the limitations of the pairing model: 

 • the mass distribution of the satellites in the backlog can be different from the mass 

distribution of the market, 

 • finding the optimal companion could require a  delay which would 

degrade the service as well as the image of Arianespace 

The provisional estimate of the margin is 0.5 tons. 

P > (M+m) + 2 

P > 12tons for the nominal distribution 

P>13 tons for the robust distribution 

Current estimation of Ariane5 ME performances 

According to our information, P is equal to 11.8 tons, leading to the maximum mass of a 

pair of satellites: 11.8 – 1.5 = 10.3 tons 

Conclusion 

The absence of pairing process is not a realistic option:  it would require an important 

upgrade, likely out of reach of Ariane5 ME. That conclusion is true for both the nominal 

and robust distributions   

The “optimal” process, completed with a margin to offset the limitations of the model, 

leads to the following requirements for P: 12 tons for the nominal distribution and 13 tons 

for the robust one.  

For the nominal distribution, the gap between the current estimate (11.8 tons) and the 

requirement (12 tons) is small enough to be filled by the reduction or suppression of the 

margins embedded in the current estimate. 

For the robust distribution, the gap is more important (13 tons versus 11.8 tons). A few 

hundreds of kilograms should be provided by the reduction or suppressions of margins. 

Filling the remaining part of the gap can be achieved through the implementation of 

upgrades in the design without delaying the first flight; it is up to industry to revisit the 

current design and its underlying requirements and make proposals. The other solution for 

filling the remaining part of the gap would be to accept a waiver cancelling the de-orbit 

requirement, at least for “limit “loadings. It is reminded that de-orbit is a new requirement 

which is not applicable to Ariane5 ECA; it should be possible to argue that it will be 

applied on Ariane5, whenever is it is compliant with the mission.         
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What are the AR6 specifications? 

 

It is difficult to be accurate: the initial performance requirement was 6 tons in GTO, but actually 

CNES proposes AR6 configurations claiming performances of 7 tons or 8 tons. 

One rather thinks that the main specification is for a launcher able to launch a single payload in 

GTO for an amount of 70 M€. 

Does it really correspond to Europe needs? How will we launch in LEO payloads weighing 2 to 5 

tons? One must remember that 7 tons in GTO corresponds to 15 tons in LEO. Should Europe 

abandon heavy payloads such as those required for space exploration (as ATV) or for some 

scientific programmes (as Plank)? Why did ESA develop a very heavy telecom satellite platform, 

Alphabus, weighing 8 to 10 tons if the new family of launchers cannot put it in orbit? 

 

Some other specifications are significant: for example the fairing diameter since telecom 

satellites require wide fairings in order to accommodate radiators rejecting calories generated by 

high level onboard electrical power notwithstanding the implantation of large antennas and huge 

solar panels; environment specifications are equally discriminating: it would be detrimental 

degrading the conditions to which satellites are accustomed. 

It would be very interesting to put together the AR6 specifications with the expectations of the 

satellite market. 

 

The Air and Space Academy concludes that it is not feasible to answer all expectations of the 

satellite market without building a launcher family. Whatever is the retained solution, one cannot 

answer all demands with launch prices determined to the nearest Euro without having a great 

flexibility. This is the only reproach made by the Academy to the present Ariane 5 configuration 

which is too much dedicated to the telecom market (5 out of 6 satellites) and not flexible enough 

for launching institutional satellites at affordable prices (but only 1 satellite out of 6). It would be 

essential for AR6 not to suffer from the same drawback. 

 

What does the competition propose? 
 

The operational US launchers are Delta IV and Atlas V. Each of them is, as a matter of fact, a 

launcher family ensuring good usage flexibility. Each family is based on a liquid two-stage 

associated with a variable number of solid boosters. Nowadays, these launchers are not very 

present on the commercial market. However, taking into account the inevitable decrease of the 

defence budgets in the US, it becomes most likely that the Atlas launcher in particular would 

return on the commercial market. 

 

It is not obvious to determine the space that could be devoted to the Space X launchers on the 

commercial market. However, all Falcon launchers utilise liquid propulsion. The real Ariane 

competitor is the “Heavy” version with three liquid stages at take-off and 27 engines! 

 

Russian industry is preparing the replacement of their old launchers by the Angara family which 

covers all the performance range. Around a basic liquid two-stage, one can adapt liquid boosters. 

A liquid upper stage can get on top. 

Chinese are developing a new family named Long March V which will cover the totality of needs 

except manned flight. All elements of this new family are liquid stages. 
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There is not a single country moving towards a PPH configuration. This does not mean that this 

configuration is uninteresting but one can at a minimum ask that pros and cons of this 

configuration are analyzed with an increased precision. Don’t we put ourselves in danger with an 

unusual configuration? Let us not forget that we commit ourselves for decades. 

 

Can the presently proposed PPH launcher for AR6 constitute a family? 

 

Nothing is less obvious. 

 

CNES presented configurations based on 135 tons solid propulsion stages. First stage is made of 

2 or 3 of these P135 stages. Second stage is one unique P135 and the upper stage is a H34, 

“common” with the one of AR5ME. Expected performances are 7 tons in GTO for the first 

version, 8 tons for the second. Then there is no real flexibility. Such launchers only answer to one 

of the satellite needs. And if, later on, one wishes to increase performance, one does not identify 

any growth potential. In order to keep a launcher family, it would then be necessary to keep 

AR5ME. Is it realistic to maintain in Europe two launcher families having only a “common” 

upper stage  or rather “with strong commonalities” since the diameter seems to be different? 

Industrial production chains would in fact be separated each working at a very low rate. When 

AR5 had been qualified, the answer was to stop AR4. In order to keep a family, it was decided to 

call-in Soyuz while partially abandoning European autonomy. It is worth questioning whether the 

amount of Soyuz launches could have been performed by AR5ME provided that developed 

earlier at a globally lower cost taking into account the important expenses paid by Europe for 

installing Soyuz in French Guiana. 

 

It does appear that AR6 PPH, as well as AR5, is lacking the flexibility necessary for satisfying 

the institutional and the telecom commercial market. 

 

Giving up the dual launch, is it an axiom of the definition of future launchers? We are convinced 

that AR4, and later on, AR5 success is largely the result of the dual launch policy carried on by 

Arianespace from the beginning of these launchers operation. In front of competitors, today 

Russian and tomorrow Chinese, offering much lower hourly rates than Europe, this policy led 

Ariane to be in first place for commercial launches. Where is the true rationale for giving up dual 

launches? 

 

Are PPH costs credible? 

 

In order to avoid confusion in this domain, one must compare comparable items. The baseline is 

AR5ECA including its industrial organisation as set up by European States. One may blame an 

inadequate productivity or excessive profits but such comment could apply to any other 

configuration. 

 

When making comparisons with identical hypotheses, a first analysis gives following results as 

regards launch costs (M€ at 2012 economic conditions): 

 

AR5ECA Vega AR6 PPH AR6 HH AR6 Heavy 

145 55 98 99 173 
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AR6 HH is a liquid two-stage launcher flanked by solid boosters having a GTO performance 

equivalent to AR6 PPH. 

 

AR6 Heavy utilizes the same two-stage as HH but is flanked by 2 liquid boosters identical to the 

first stage (similar to Delta IV Heavy configuration). It depicts the HH growth potential. 

 

From this first comparison, it results that honestly deciding between AR6 PPH and HH based on 

the only cost criterion will be very hard. This is the reason why flexibility and growth potential 

are also important parameters to take into account. 

 

This exercise equally demonstrates that one dual launch is always less costly than two single 

launches. This is clear when comparing with AR5ECA and remains valid with AR6 Heavy. 

 

The 70 M€ objective for a PPH type configuration is, in any case, difficult to attain. Is it possible 

to get a reduction of 25 to 30 M€, i.e. about 25 to 30% on launch cost? This is an interesting, but 

not foregone won, exercise moreover since one cannot expect meaningful technological jumps in 

the solid boosters’ domain. 

 

 

The AR6 development and exploitation framework shall stay European 

 

Launchers development and qualification costs are and will remain financed by European States. 

Only the exploitation must return to industrial and commercial world. 

 

Forty years ago, France, mastering at that time all necessary know-how on launchers, deliberately 

elected developing and marketing Ariane in a European framework. Ariane is a European success 

and it would be politically unacceptable to return to national or bilateral programmes. The Lisbon 

treaty has it not recognised for Europe a shared competence with States for spatial matters? ESA 

demonstrated to be a satisfactory organisation for Ariane family development since 40 years. 

 

There is no success for a European programme without obtaining consensus among States. Every 

configuration will be estimated in relation with industrial activity won by each contributor, for 

development and for production. One must in particular satisfy the three main contributors in the 

launcher domain: France, Germany and Italy. The selection criteria are not only costs and 

performances but also the balance reached for satisfying various financing contributors. This 

probably does not contribute to a 25 to 30% cost reduction but is a sine qua non condition for 

finding adequate financing. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Air and Space Academy maintains that, at short term, it is essential completing and qualifying 

AR5ME and that, at a longer term, a new family of launchers is to be developed while taking 

great care in making the most relevant choices by considering all parameters, technical, financial 

and organisational. The commitment to be made will cover a very long term, many decades, and 

any error made will be very costly and for very long. 

 


